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Part I - Matters relating to insolvency Procedures
generally

1. Difference between types of insolvency (within
this syllabus) and an outline of the purpose of
each;

2. Definition of when a company/individual is
insolvent;

3. Specific appointment procedures for the types of
insolvency included in this syllabus;

4. Meetings of Creditors and relevant Meetings of
Directors, Shareholders and Creditors and the
associated documentation, including Statements
of Affairs;

5. Statutory Notices, advertisements and filing
requirements;

6. Bonding requirements;

7. Principles of preparation of Statements of Affairs
and Deficiency Accounts, swearing and filing
requirements, obtaining valuations;

8. Information to be made available to creditors at
their first meeting and the information they are
likely to call for;

9. Awareness of the powers and duties of
appointees and how they can be ascertained;

10. Voting rights and proxies

11. Knowledge of documents, including leases,
debentures, other charges, H.P. & leasing
agreements, ledgers, day-books and cash-
books;

12. Knowledge of what books and records should be
collected from the company/individual;

13. Consideration of immediate action on
appointment, [excluding strategic planning and
trading on, but] including inter alia: a) checking

on and taking out insurance; b) instructing
Agents; c) landlords; d) hypotech; e) public
services; f) H.P./leasing; g) RoT; h) obtaining
legal advice where necessary; I) validity of
contracts;

14. Knowledge of basic financial accounting
procedures, maintaining a cash-book, accounting
for VAT, bank reconciliations, analysis of receipts
and payments and preparation of R & P
accounts;

15. Awareness of potential tax/VAT liabilities on
bank interest received, sales of assets, etc. (No
tax computations expected).

16. Basic knowledge of Accountant in Bankruptcy
procedures relative to the Accountant in
Bankruptcy as Interim/Permanent Trustee and
the Agency scheme.

17. Appointees’ rights to obtain books & records,
assets, co-operation and information;

18. Six monthly, annual and subsequent
requirements to report and file returns;

19. Maintenance of a diary system for statutory
returns;

20. Keeping the IP Statutory Record and statutory
compliance;

21. Awareness of appointees’ duty/ability to
investigate and/or to recover assets, Adjustment
of prior transactions; (undervalue, avoidance of
floating charges, preferences)

22. Awareness of Company Directors
Disqualification Act reports and guidelines;

23. Returns to be completed for government
departments, Inland Revenue, Department of
Social Security, Customs and Excise,
Department of Employment, Registrar of
Companies;

The syllabus covers all types of insolvency in Scotland, (there is a separate syllabus for
England and Wales).

Partnership Administrations and Partnership Trust Deeds are not at the current time part
of the syllabus. However students should be aware of the purpose of these two types of
insolvency procedure.

The detailed syllabus is set out below –
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24. Definition of RoT and steps to be taken in regard
to such claims;

25. Effects of RoT, lien, H.P./leasing on those
creditors’ claims;

26. Employees’ rights, including EPA claims and
preferential and unsecured additional claims,
attachment of earnings;

27. Debt collection procedures, VAT bad debt relief
and awareness of different sorts of legal action
available;

28. The Prescribed part – the general affects of the
Enterprise Act 2002 and associated legislation
as it affects Scotland.

29. Agreement of creditors’ claims and the rules of
priority, preferential creditors including
subrogated wages;

30. Subrogation in general(eg. vis a vis a guarantor);

31. Calculation of dividend payments and
preparation of estimated distribution/outcome
statements;

32. Remuneration  -  approval and bases of,

33. Payment of distributions and dividends, notices
and timetable;

34. Qualifications to be a licensed IP;

35. Knowledge of Statements of Insolvency Practice,
IPA Ethical Guide and Technical Bulletins;

36. Steps to be taken when closing a case, eg. file
reviews, writing to agents, insurers, funds taken
off deposit and bank accounts closed or made
subject to deduction of tax, VAT 426 claim, filing
final returns.

37. Procedure for calling final meetings of
Committee, members and creditors, and
associated documentation and relevant release
procedures;

38. Dealing with unclaimed dividends;

II - A: Sequestration

39. Effect of Sequestration Order;

40. Powers and duties of the Trustee;

41. Respective positions and functions of Trustee

and AIB;

42. Position of secured creditors;

43. Assets forming part of the estate, exempt
items/funds. After-acquired property, matrimonial
homes, powers of sale, Income Payments Order;

44. Powers and duties of Creditors’ Committee;

45. Disposition of Assets after Sequestration
Petition;

46. Public and private examination;

47. Debtor offences and disabilities;

48. Discharge or recall of sequestration;

49. Claims in joint and several estates;

II  - B: Protected Trust Deeds

50. Trustee  -  powers and duties;
51. Comparisons with sequestration;
52. Contents of the Deed, Requirement to bind

creditors;
53. Procedures for obtaining protected status,

documentation to be prepared, sworn, etc;
54. Modifications to proposal, rights of creditors

to challenge;
55. Requirements for obtaining protected status

and effects;
56. Position of secured and unsecured creditors;
57. Reports to creditors;
58. Default of debtor;
59. Completion

Part III  - Matters relating to Corporate Insolvency

III  - A: Matters specifically relating to
Receivership

60. Basis of Appointment

61. Power and duties of the Receiver;

62. The appointor’s and subsequent Liquidator’s
indemnity;

63. Inspection of Debenture and Memorandum and
Articles of Association for powers to appoint etc;

64. Responsibilities towards a Liquidator or the
creditors generally;
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65. Statutory steps to be taken after and during
appointment;

66. Directors’ Statements of affairs;

67. Steps to be taken if trading on (excluding policy
decisions);

68. Book-keeping requirements;

69. Advertisements of business, assets;

70. Section 67 Meetings;

71. H.P./leasing problems;

III  - B: Matters relating to Liquidation Generally

72. Effect of Winding Up Resolution;

73. Powers and duties of Liquidators;

74. Powers and duties of the Liquidation Committee;

75. Undertakings to creditors;

III  - C: Creditors’ Voluntary Liquidations

76. Knowledge of wrongful trading;

77. Section 216 use of name;

78. Post-receivership liquidations;

III  - D: Members’ Voluntary Liquidations

79. Declarations of Solvency, formalities and
construction;

80. Distribution to shareholders (including in specie)

81. Conversion to Creditors’ Voluntary Liquidation;

III  - E: Compulsory Liquidations

82. Petitioning Creditors and substitution, effect of
petition;

83. Winding up orders and effect;

84. Provisional Liquidation appointment;

85. Interim Liquidator appointment;

86. Functions of Liquidator;

87. Public examinations of Directors;

III  - F: Company Voluntary Arrangement

88. Role of IP as Nominee and Supervisor  -  powers
and duties;

89. Contents of the Proposal, and by whom
prepared, requirement to bind creditors;

90. Comparisons with other types of Corporate
Insolvency;

91. Decisions at Meetings, modifications to proposal,
rights of creditors to challenge;

92. Voting rights, requirements for approval, effects
of approval;

93. Position of secured and unsecured creditors;

94. Annual reports;

95. Failure of proposals;

96. Completion;

III  - G: Administration Orders

97. Role of the independent accountant and
administrator - powers, duties and remuneration;

98. Petition and the independent report, purposes of
an administration order;

99. Effect of the petition and order  -  secured
lenders, receivers, fixed charge security, floating
charge security, H.P./leasing creditors, retention
of title creditors;

100. Notice/advertisement requirements of petition,
order and appointment;

101. Proposals, all aspects of creditors meeting,
including majorities and voting rights of different
types of creditors;

102. Implementation, including trading on;

103. Reporting requirements to creditors/committee
and registrar/court;

104. General power of court over the conduct of the
whole procedure;

105. Exit routes and discharge/release of
administrator.


